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Abstract 
Lin, J.P., The first homotopy group of a finite H-space, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 90 
(1993) l-22. 
Let X be a finite H-space with H,(X; Z,) associative. Then the first homotopy group of X occurs in 
degrees 1,3 or 7. This result generalizes earlier results of Adams, Clark and Thomas, The proof uses 
secondary operations which factor primary operations of length 2 as well as a K-theory result due to 
Jeanneret. 
Introduction 
A theorem of Adams [l] states that the only spheres that are H-spaces are S1, S3 
and S’. Let X be a finite H-space. In this paper, we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem A. Zf H,(X; H,) is associative, then thejirst nonvanishing homo;opy group of 
X occurs in degrees 1, 3 or 7. 
We note that for Lie groups, it is known that the first nonvanishing homotopy 
group lies in degree 1 or 3. For finite loop spaces, a theorem of Clark [4] shows that 
the homotopy groups begin in degree 1 or 3. We know, however, that the seven sphere 
is neither a Lie group or a loop space but is a 6-connected finite H-space. Hence 
Theorem A generalizes these results and is the best possible result. This improves on 
the paper [11] which states that the first nonvanishing homotopy group occurs in 
degrees 1, 3, 7 or 15. We prove here the following: 
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Theorem B. A 7-connected jinite H-space with mod 2 associative homology is acyclic. 
The proof proceeds in several steps. From the beginning we assume we have 
a nonacyclic 7-connected finite H-space X and work to arrive at a contradiction. 
In Section 1, earlier results about the action of the Steenrod algebra are applied to 
H*(X; Z,). One notes that the action of Sq’ plays a crucial role in the existence of 
other nontrivial Steenrod operations. In particular, over the Steenrod algebra, it is 
known that the module QH*(X; Z,) is generated by elements of degree 2’ - 1 for I > 0 
[ll]. Further, since X is 7-connected, Sq’, Sq’, and Sq4 vanish on QH”- ‘(X; Z,). 
The vanishing of Sq8 on QH 2’-1 (X; Z,) implies certain factorizations of Sq2’ through 
secondary operations which are shown to be incompatible. 
In Section 2, we describe two factorizations of Sqi6 through secondary operations. 
Using various suspension theorems in G4 X, we prove QH43(X, Z,) = 0. In Section 3, 
some other factorizations of Sq16 are used to prove x2 = 0 if deg x = 31. This is 
needed to show x lies in the domain of a tertiary operation. 
In Section 4 we use a tertiary operation defined in [13] to prove that 
Sq8QH31(X; Z,) = 0. Roughly speaking, this tertiary operation has reduced co- 
product Sq8x3i 0 Sq8x3r. It follows from the results of Section 1 that all Steenrod 
operations vanish on generators of degree 3 1 or greater. We conclude that H* (X; Z2) 
must have Bore1 decomposition 
where 
and degree yi = 2” - 1 for some Ii 2 5. A recent K-theory result of Jeanneret [6] 
states that such a ring is not realizable as the mod 2 cohomology of a space. This 
completes the proof. 
Throughout the paper we use H*(X) to denote H*(X; if,). The symbol X is 
reserved for a finite 7-connected H-space with associative mod 2 homology ring. By 
[l 11, we may assume X is in fact 14-connected. 
The author wishes to thank John Harper, Daciberg Goncalves, T.B. Ng and 
Michael Slack for various formulas which factor Sq I6 through secondary operations. 
1. Steenrod actions on H*(X) 
In this section, we compile information about the action of d(2) on H*(X). This 
will be used later to define a tertiary operation. We review here some earlier results of 
Cl 11. 
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Consider the following d(2) coalgebra: 
R = (x E H*(X) 1 dx E @I*(X) 0 H*(X)}. 
There is an exact sequence 
0 + (X*(X) + R + QH*(X) + 0. (1.1) 
It follows that every algebra generator has a representative in R, and that every odd 
decomposable in R is trivial. Furthermore, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1 [l 11. For k > 0, r 2 0, we haue: 
(1) R 
2’+2*+‘k-1 = Sq2’k,y2’+Z’k-1, 
(2) Sq2’ R 2’+2’+‘k-1 0. 
(3) u* R 2’+2r+‘k-l E=~q2’~*(~~). 
In the following proposition we use the fact that X is 1Cconnected. 
Corollary 1.2. Let n = 1 + 2*’ + .. . + 2rs, 1 5 r1 < r2 < . . . < r,. Then if s 5 2, 
R” = 0. 
Proof. By repeated application of Theorem 1.1, R” is in the image of R3 or R’ via 
Steenrod operations. Therefore, since X is 14-connected, R3 = R’ = 0. 0 
Henceforth we use the notation Q* for the module QH*(X; Z,). 
Theorem 1.3. Let x21_ 1 E R2’-‘. ZfSq*x2r_ I = 0, then all Steenrod operations vanish 
on x21- 1 except possibly Sq’. Further, all Steenrod operations vanish on Q2’- ‘for r 2 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, Sq’x,l_ 1 is decomposable and by Corollary 1.2, 
Sq2x2n- 1 = 0 = Sq4x2r- 1. Therefore, if y = ~*(xz~_ i), then y E ker Sq2’ for i 5 3. By 
induction assume Sq2” y = 0 for s < k. Then, for k 2 4, by [l], 
sq2k Y = C aij4ij(Y), 
For i > 0, 4ij(y) E Hodd(S2X) = 0 by [12], SO 
SqzkY = C %j&j(Y)9 
j<k 
deg bo,j(y) = 2’ + 2’ - 2,2 < j. If +o,j(y) is indecomposable, it must have a primitive 
representative. This primitive cannot be a transpotence because if it was, 
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@ej(y) = v2j(xzl-,+ i) modulo decomposables. But QP-‘+’ (X) = 0 by Corollary 
1.2. SO ~o,j(Y) = a*(xo,j), x E R2”2’- ‘. 
k Nowdega, .=2 -2 j st’a 0.j is a linear combination of terms of the form 
(1) blSqz”h~Sq2”h, where m <j and degbi = Omod2”“, 
(2) bl Sq2’b2 where deg bi = 0 mod 2’+ ‘. 
By Theorem 1.1, aojxo,j = 0. Hence Sq2” y = 0 and Sq2” x = 0, since suspension is 
manic in odd degrees. This completes the induction. 
We have shown that all Steenrod operations vanish on Q”- ‘. 
Now for r > I, by Theorem 1.1, 
Sqa Q”- 1 = Sq2*- 1 . . Sq2’ Sq8 Q2’- 1 = 0. 
Applying the same argument as above to R2’- ‘, we have that all Steenrod operations 
vanish on Q”‘- ‘. q 
The action of Sq8 plays a central role in our study. Eventually, we will prove 
' SqQ . 31 = 0 This will show that above degree 31, all generators will be concentrated 
in degrees 2’ - 1. 
We conclude this section by proving the following: 
Theorem 1.4. The squaring map 5 : H15(X) + H3’(X) is manic. 
Proof. Consider the projective plane PzX. There exists an exact triangle [3] 
H*(PzX)AzH*(X) 
y/i (1.2) 
zH*(X) @ zH*(X) 
i has degree - 1, 2 has degree + 2. 
Now given x E H15(X) z PH”(X) there exists a y E H16(P2X) with i(y) = x. By 
exactness, 
Sq15y#0 ifandonlyif x~=S~‘~X#O. (1.3) 
Further by (1.2) and Corollary 1.2, y E ker Sq1,Sq2,Sq4. It follows that Sq’y # 0 
and (Sq’y)y # 0. To see this, if Sq’y = 0 then by [l] 
Y2 = sq16 y = C Uij 4ij(Y). 
The same argument as in [16] applies to show that y2 = 0. But y2 = L(x @ x) in 
(1.2). Hence there would be an element z with dz = x @ x by (1.2). It is well known 
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that for X a finite H-space such an element z does not exist [12]. Similarly if 
(Sq* y)y = A(Sq8x 0 x) = 0 there would be an element w with dw = Sq8 x @ x. Such 
elements also do not exist for finite N-spaces X [12]. 
Now suppose x2 = 0. Then y E ker Sq”. By [13, Theorem 1.21, there exists a factor- 
ization 
wPY)Y = sq2y3 + sq432Y2 + Sq8y, + (Sq9 + Sq4*S)ylJ + (y,,,)2. 
Checking degrees, 
deg y, = 38, deg y, = 34, deg y, = 32, deg y, = 31, deg yO, 2 = 20. 
By exactness of the triangle (1.2), forj = 2,3, i(yj) = 0 and yj$ im A, SO yj = 0. Further, 
by Theorem 1.1, y. = Sq15 z. for some z. E H16(P2X). Hence, since z. E ker Sq2’ for 
i I 2, (Sq9 + sq4s5)yo = 0. 
Similarly by Theorem 1.1, yo,2 = 0 since i(y,, *) = 0 and y,, 2$ im A. We conclude 
w18Y)Y = N8Yl. 
If y, = c zi& where degzi = degzi = 16, then 
(Sq’y)y = 1 (Sq' Zi)Zi + Zi(Sq' Zi). 
z, zz; 
This implies there exists an element weH*(X) with dw=Sq8x@x+ 
CSq8Xi@Xi+CXi@Sq8 xi where i(zi) = Xi and i(z;) = xi. This is a contradiction 
since it is known [2] that if s,t E PH,,,(X), then [s, t] = 0. Hence y, is indecompos- 
able. Hence by (1.2), 0 # i(yl) = x1 E PH31(X). 
By Corollary 1.2 and the exact triangle y, E ker Sq2’ for i I 2. But then 
Sq8C(Sq8y)yl = (sq8y)2 = sqssqsy, 
= (Sq’5,’ + sq’4,2 + Sq'2.4)y, = 0. 
By exactness, this implies there exists a w E H*(X) with dw = Sq8 0 Sq’x. This is 
also a contradiction. We conclude x2 # 0. 0 
2. Q”” 
In this section we introduce a stable factorization of Sq16 that will be used to 
prove that Q”” = 0. Note that by Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2, 
Q43 = Sq20 Sq8 Qts = Sq’6 Sq12 Q15. 
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The following formulas are due to M. Slack (unpublished). Now consider the 
following matrices: 
B= 
Sq’ 0 0 0 0 0 
0 sq’ 0 0 0 0 
sq4 sq2 %’ 0 0 0 
sq7 sq5 sq4 sq2 0 0 
Sq8 0 Sq4Sq’ sq3 Sq’ 0 
0 0 Sq7 0 0 0 
sq8 sq3 sq7sq2 0 sq4sq2 0 sq2 
sq’2 Sq’O Sq6Sq3 0 sq5 sq3 
(Sq”Sq2 + Sq’O + Sq3) Sq” 0 0 sq4sq2 sq4 
Sq’S sq’3 sq12 0 Sq8 sq6 
. 
%’ 
Sq’ sq2 
Sq4 
sq4sq2 
Sq8 
sqs sq2 
. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
A = (~~‘3.2 + ~~1293 + ~~“54 + sq’0.5,sq”,2, ~~11.’ + Sq9.3 + ~~498, 
sq8.l + sq7,2 + Sq6,3, Sq8, sq492, sq5, sq4, sq3, Sq’). (2.3) 
Here Sq’*j = Sq’Sqj. Then AB = 0. If 
jl 
Eo 
P I 
KF2, n)W-K, 
is the induced bundle with k-invariants defined by the matrix C, then BC = 0 implies 
there exist stable cohomology classes Ui E H*(E,), i = 1, . . . , 10. 
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The relation Al3 = 0 implies 
16+“(EO) n kerj* = imp*PH’6+“(K(Z,,n)). (2.4) 
Theorem 2.1. 
/ 01 1 =(Sq'3,2 + Sq'293 + sqll.4 + sq'095)v1 + sq"s2v2 
+ (Sq1i9’ + sq9,3 + sq4,s)D3 + (Sq8*’ + sq7,2 + Sq6,3)v, 
+ sq8v5 + sq4.2 v6 + sq5v7 +sq4~,+sq3vg+sq'V~~ 
= sq’“p*(i,). 
Proof. p* PH” +n (K(Z,,n)) is generated by Sq16p*(i,) since all other admissibles in 
H ‘6’“(K(Z2,n)) lie in kerp*. 
Let n = 16. Then there is a commutative diagram 
wheref*(i,,) = i; = Sq8,4,2i2. f is a loop map. With the exception of Sq’, all the 
other k-invariants vanish on B’: K(Z, 3) + K(Zz, 17). 
We have Sq1Sq8.4*2i3 = (Sq4,2i3)2. It follows by [lS, Proposition 3.2.21 that f. 
may be chosen such that the H-deviation D,, factors 
[D/,,:K(Z,2)xK(Z, 2)-qK(Z,, 16).i& 
with [fi] = iz @ ii. 
Using the formula df,*(vi) = D/*,(ui) = ~*j*(Vi) we get 
df,*(Vi) = 0 for i # 5, 
df,*(v,) = Sq’(i; @ i:) = d(ii’) # 0. 
Since H*(K(Z, 2)) has only one nontrivial element in degree 24,f$(vs) = ii’. 
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All otherf$(ui) are primitive. But the only primitives of H*(K(Z, 2)) are ii’. Hence 
there are no primitives of H*(K(Z, 2)) in degrees between 16 and 32. It follows that 
fo*(Vi) = 0 for i # 5. 
Now 
Sq8fo*(vs) = Sq8(ii2) = ii” = Sq16(i!). 
Hence, this proves Theorem 2.1. 0 
Let 2 be the matrix with the left entry of A excluded, B” the matrix with the left 
column of B excluded and c” the matrix with the top entry of C excluded. 
Then if E” is the bundle 
where G is defined by the matrix c, there is a commutative diagram of infinite loop 
spaces and maps 
If ci = h*(vi), we obtain the “integral” formula by applying h* to the relation in 
Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.2. 
sq 11g2u”2 + (Sq”,’ + Sq9v3 + Sq4*8)fi3 + (Sq8*’ + sq7,2 + sq6.3)d4 
+ Sq8& + sq4.2 fig + Sq’d, + Sq4& + Sq3& + Sq’v”io 
= sq’6p”*(i,). 0 
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Now, let us analyze the cohomology of the loop spaces of X in low degrees. The 
following diagram (2.6) is a schematic diagram of generators and nontrivial Steenrod 
connections. The symbol xj represents a possible nonzero generator in degree j. The 
arrows represent Steenrod connections or secondary operations connecting gener- 
ators. If there is no xj this implies there cannot be any generators in degree j. 
For example, the diagram for s2X uses Corollary 2.2. If xd2 is nonzero, we must 
have x 42 = Sq’6x26. By Corollary 2.2, Sqi6 factors. Now H*(!L’X) is even-dimen- 
sional, so there are only a few possible nonzero operations. If $3 and & represent fi3 
and i&, one of them must be nontrivial if xd2 # 0. 
x. AAA AA 
X15 X23 X27 x29 X31 X39 X43 
Sq’6 Sq’b 
X31 X41 
l13X: X12+X20+X:* Yz(X12) X28 x36 X:0 
(2.6) 
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We make use of several known facts to produce these diagrams: 
(1) The EilenberggMoore spectral sequence with E, = Tor,*(,,,,(Z2, Z,) and 
E, = grH*(@+’ X) has E, z H*(S2 j+' X) as coalgebras [S] and is a spectral 
sequence of differential Hopf algebras. Further, Tor,.(,,(Z2, Z,) E H*(QX) as 
coalgebras [ 123. 
(2) By Theorem 1.4, the squaring map < : H"(X) + H3'(X) is manic. 
(3) Thekernela*: QH(SZjX)-+ PH(SZ j+ 1 X) lies in degrees = 2 mod 4 and also lies 
in the image of some Bockstein by [9]. 
We now verify the details of the above diagrams. The diagram for H*(X) follows 
from Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2. 
Applying the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence and using the fact that x:s # 0, 
we note that the first possible nonprimitive generator of H*(C?X) would be y2(xz2), 
but this lies in degree greater than 42. Now in H*(!2X), by Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 
1.2, 
Sq’*xi4 = x26 E kerSq’, Sq3, Sq4, Sq4,2, Sq’, Sq8,2. 
By Theorem 2.1, Sq16xz6 factors through secondary operations. If Ji is the secondary 
operation defined by the pi of Corollary 2.2, then since H*(C?X) is even-dimensional 
[12], we must have 
sq’6x26 = x42 = sq8&(x26) + sq4&3(x26) 
+ %4’2$6(x26) + ‘%4’*$3(x26). 
NOW x42 is indecomposable primitive. Further, Hj(SZX) = 0 for 14 < j < 22, 
22<j< 26, 
&(X&H34(~X)~ PH34(f2X)= CJ*QH~~(X)= 0 by(l). 
since_ QH36(C2X)g PH36(S2X)g o*QH3'(X)= 0. Now Sq2H22(QX)= 0. So 
Sq*&(x2,j) = 0. We conclude 
x42 = sq4&(x26) + %4’8$3(x26) 
and 
So if QH43(X) # 0, then either 
0 # x3s = &(Sq”xi4) is indecomposable in H*(SZX) or 
J3(x26) = x3o is indecomposable in H*(S2X). (2.7) 
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Now by statement (3), 
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(D*)~ (x38) = x35 # 0 and (o*)~(x~~) = xz7 # 0. 
Hence by (2.7), 
x35 = &(Sq’2x,,) = &(O) and x27 = J3(0). 
Therefore, x35 lies in the indeterminacy of & and x 27 lies in the indeterminacy of J3. 
By Corollary 2.2, x35 E im(Sql’ + Sq6,3 + Sq5 + Sq3). Using PH0dd(524X) z 
QH”dd(524X), G* : QH’+ 1 (C@X) -+ PH’(L?j’ ‘X) is onto if I + 2 mod 4 and the exact- 
ness of the following sequence [ 151: 
0 -+ P{H*@X) -+ PH*(QjX) + QH*(C@X) -+ Q(UZ*@X)) + 0. 
We have 
QiY34(Q4X) E PZYI~~(S~~X). (2.8) 
Since PH34(S24X) cannot be transpotence elements, they must be suspension 
elements. Therefore, 
PH34(Q4X) = D*QH~~(Q~X) = a*PH35(523X) 
= (cT*)~QEZ~~@~X) = (o*)~PH~~(SZ~X) 
= (cT*)~QH~~(QX) = 0, 
Since H*(SZX) is even-dimensional. Therefore, x35$ im Sq5 + im Sq3 c 
im Sq’ PH34(524X). Similarly, 
QH’“(Q”X) = PH25(L’4X) = CT*QH~~(~~~X) 
= CJ*PH~~(~~~X) = (cT*)~QH~~(S~~X) 
= (c~*)~Qff~*(fJX) = (cT*)~PH~~@X) = 0. 
So ~~~4 im Sq’“QH25(S24X), 
QH26(Q4X) = PH26(124X) = o*QH27(123X) 
= o*PH27(S23X) = (o*)2PH28(Q2X) 
= (G*)~QH’~(S~X) = 0. 
So, x3& im Sq6,j QZYI’~&?~X). It follows that x35 = 0. 
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Now suppose ~27 E H*(Q4X) lies in the indeterminacy of J3 which is 
im Sq2 + im Sq’ . 
We have 
QH26(CJ4X) z PH26(S24X) = G*QH~~(S~~X) = 0, 
QH2’(Q4X) 2 PH25(L’4X) = o*QH26(l13X) = 0. 
Therefore, x27$ im Sq2 + im Sq’ so x 27 = 0. We have shown the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3. QH4j(X) = 0. 0 
3. R3' 
In this section, we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1. If x E R31 then x2 = 0. In fact, Sq24x = 0. 
The proof uses several factorizations of Sq l6 which we will describe using matrices. 
Proposition 3.2. (Goncalves [S]). There exists a stable factorization 
Sq’6 = 40,3w + %15db,, + sq12$h3,2 + sq-p,,, 
defined on classes in the kernel of Sq' , Sq2, and Sq4 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram 
K(Z2,4 
w 
b K(Z2, n + 8) 
K(Z2,n+ l,n+2,n+4) 
A 
h K(L2, n + 9,n + 10,n + 16) 
B 
I I 
(sqs+sqb~*,sq’+sq4~2~‘,sq’) 
K(Z2,n + 2,n + 5,n + 8) b K(Z2, n + 17) 
(Sq’ 5, Sq’Z, Sq6.3) 
(3.1) 
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where A and B are the following two matrices: 
isqs 0 sq5 + sq+ ’ \ 
A = Sq7, 2 Sq8 Sq4*2 , B= 
Sq’5 sqr4 Sq’2 / 
sq’ 0 0 
sq4 sq2,’ sq’ . 
sq7 sq6 sq4 
The composite column maps of (3.1) are null homotopic. The right column com- 
position defines the secondary operation &,3. The left column composition defines 
three secondary operations, &,, 0, &, 2 and 42, 2. By [S, Proposition 1.21 the proposi- 
tion follows. 0 
Applying Proposition 3.2 to R3r we have if xjl E R, xjl l ker Sq’ n ker Sq2 n 
kerSq4 by Corollary 1.2 and the fact that xjl must be primitive. Therefore, by 
Proposition 3.2, 
%16x3l = &,3w3x31 + %15db.o(x31) 
+ %‘2&,2(x3l) + SP342,2(x31). 
By Theorem 1.1, and Corollary 1.2, &,0(x31), 40,2(x31) and 42,2(x31) must be 
decomposable. Since 
H’(X) = 0 for 1-e 15 or 15 < 1-c 23, 
we get ~o,o(x~~) = 0 = 60,2(~31) and +2,2(x31)~ R’5.R23. 
Sq6’3&2(x31) = 0. Hence Proposition 3.2 implies 
sq’6x3l = ~0.3Wx31. 
By Corollary 1.2 and the Adem relations 
sqZ4x,, = Sq8Sq16x3, = Sq8&,Sq8x3,. 
(3.2) 
But then 
(3.3) 
We now describe a factorization of Sq16 on elements in the kernel of Sq’, Sq2, Sq4, 
Sqa. This factorization is due to T.B. Ng (unpublished): 
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Consider the following matrix relations: 
4 0.0 
1.1 
4 0,2 
4 2-2 
4 3,3 
$ 1.3 
JO.3 
Proposition 3.3. 
Sq’ 
sq3 
sq4 
Sq’ 
sqr5 
(Sq9 + sq4sq5 
(Sq8 + sq4sq4 
0 0 O \ 
sq2 0 0 
Sq2Sq’ Sq’ 0 ’ 
Sq’ 
w sq4 0 
sq2 
sq’4 Sq’2 Sq8 
Sq4 
) Sq8 sq4sq2 sq2 , 
\Sq8 
,) (Sq4Sq2Sq’ + Sq’) 0 sq’l 
Sq’43.3 + w17 + sq4%2sq')dQ,3 + w18 + Sq4Sq4)~o,3 
+ w16sq3 +Sq9M2,2 + w18sq4 +%12)dJo,2 
+ (Sq15 + Sq’3Sq2 + sq’2sq3 + sq’0sq5)&o = sq16. 
= 0. 
Proof. This result is easily verified by evaluating the operation on i8 E H*(K(Z, 2); 
Z2). 0 
Note that the operations &3 and &; differ slightly. +o,3 has indeterminacy 
Sq8 + Sq6,2 on the Sq’ factor and 40,3 has indeterminacy Sq8 + Sq4v4= 
sqs + sq6*2 + sq7. l on the Sq’ factor. An easy calculation shows 
4Jo,3(4 = $0,,3(4 + Sq782(4, (3.4) 
where /I2 is the second Bockstein. By (3.2) and the fact H*(X; Z) has no 4 torsion [12], 
we have 
p2Sq8x3r = 0 (with zero indeterminacy). 
By (3.4) and Proposition 3.3, 
SqZ4x31 = m860,3w18x31 
= csq143,3 + WI’ + sq4-2s’Ml,3 + sq4~4~o,3 
+ (Sq6.3 + Sq9M2,2 + m8s4 + sq’2Mo,2 
+ (Sq15 + Sq’3.2 + sq’2,3 + sq’~~~)~o,o](sq~x~l), 
since Sq’6Sq8x31 = 0 by Theorem 1.1. 
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By Theorem 1.1, 
Q “nimSq 2’ = 0 for i < 3, 
Q 47 n imSq 2’ = 0 for 
Rodd . But by the exact sequence (1 .l), it follows that 
Sq24x31 = 0. Finally, 
x;, = sq7sq24x3i = 0. 
This proves Theorem 3.1. 0 
Our goal now is to apply a tertiary operation defined in [13] to xjl. We proceed 
here to build the universal example. 
Let 
Kc,= fi K(Z2,32+2’)xK(Zz,63), K = K(Z2,32), 
j=O 
w: K-+ K. be defined by w*(i32+2,) = Sq2’i32, w*(iG3) = Sq31 i32. Let E. be the fibre 
ofw 
fiKo 
AS in [13], there exist elements vi E H*(E,), vo, 2 E H*(Eo) with the following proper- 
ties: 
If ~0 = p*(i32) then (3.5) 
m4fJo,2 + Sq8%Y 
= Sq8,2v3 + sq8~4,2v2 
+ (sq’59’ + Sq’4,2 f sq’2*4)vl + Sq8(Sq8,’ + Sq’,2)uo. 
Q’E, z !J2Eo x K(Z2, 60), where E. has the same 
k-invariants as E. with the exception of Sq3i and 
a**(~~) = 1 @ Sq” ibo for i < 3, 
a**(~~) = 1 @ Sq8ibo + i30(Sq8i30) 0 1. 
(3.6) 
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Define 
Ki = fi K(Zz, 62 + 2’) x fi K(Zz, 64 + 29 x i K(Zz, 63 + 2”) 
k=O 
and wl:Eo-+ K1 by 
WT(i62 + 2l) = ui i = 2,3, 
wT(i64+2,) = Sq’” vi j = 0,1,2, 
w;(&+~‘) = Sq2’vo k = 0,l. 
Let El be the fibre of E,, 
OK1 
Define u30 = (o*)2p:pX(i32). By abuse of notation let uo,2 = ~*~(u~,~). It clearly 
represents the stable secondary operation do, 2. 
Theorem 3.4. There exists an element v E PH7’(Q2 E,) with the following properties: 
(4 44 = (W ~430 + Sq4vo,,) 0 (Sqau30 + Sq4vo,2), where c denotes the obstruc- 
tion to homotopy commutativity dejned in [17]. 
(b) (fi2jl)*(v) = Sq8q2i,, + Sq8-4*2i63 + Sq’“i,, 
+ Sqi4ik3 + Sq12iG5 + Sq8-8is1 + Sq8”ik2. 
Proof. By construction and (3.5) [pT(Sq4u o,2 + Sq8uo)]’ = 0 in H*(E,). Hence by 
the exact triangle 
H*(E,)- H*(P2SZE1)~IH*(52E1) 
\/4 
ZH*(QEl) @ IH*(QEI) 
It follows there is an element BUE H*(S2El) with dBv = a*(Sq4vo,2+ 
Sq8uo) 0 a*(Sq4vo,2 + Sqauo). It follows that u = c*(Bu) has the desired properties. 
For details, see [ 171. Cl 
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Our strategy now is to produce a commutative diagram of H-maps of the form 
0X -R2K 
We then analyze c(fT(u)). 
4. Computing a tertiary operation 
In this section, we apply the tertiary operation defined in Section 3 to an element in 
R31. We show that Sq 8 R 31 = 0. By the results of Section 1, this will prove there are 
very few cohomology generators in H*(X) (see Corollary 4.4). 
Given x E R31, note that x E ker Sq” for i I 2 and x2 = Sq31 x = 0 by Theorem 3.1. 
The main theorem of this section is the following: 
Theorem 4.1. Sq8R31 = 0. All Steenrod operations vanish on Q2’-’ for 1 2 5. 
The proof will proceed in several steps. We first show there is a commutative 
diagram (3.8) of H-maps. 
Note by Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 1.2, that there is a commutative diagram 
where f* (i31) = x. Since f is an H-map by (l.l), D,, factors through the fibre 
co ,/’ 
7 Q2& 
I’ j 
,’ 
I’ 
I 
X/IX-SZE,, 
D Jo 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
SZ’K, = fl K(Z2, 30 + 2’) x K(Z2, 61). 
i=O 
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Since QH”‘“(X) = 0 by Theorem 1.1, we have that [D^g(isl)] and [dg(i,r)] lie in 
D @ H* + H* @ D where D is the module of decomposables. 
Since c(s2f,) is adjoint to (a* 0 a*)Dso by [17], we have that c( 52f,) actually factors 
through K(Zz, 30) x K(Z,, 32): 
K(z~, 30~32) -fi4Ko 
? 
/ I 
QXAQX 
@AI) 
>S2jE, 
We have the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.2. 0 = [e] and sZfo is a c-map. 
Proof. c* = (a* 0 o*)d,,. Since o*(D) = 0, t lies in degrees 30 and 32. But H*(QX) is 
13 connected and (ima”) = 0 for 14 < 1~ 22, 1-c 14. 0 
So we have a commutative diagram of loop maps and c-maps, 
(4.3) 
To lift 52f, to fi2E1, we need to show (s22w,)(s2f0) is null homotopic. (522w,)(s2f0) 
consists of the following primitive suspension classes in H*(QX): 
(4 i = 2,3, degrees 60 + 2’. 
(b) (szf,)*(sq2j cr*2 (ul)) j = 0, 1, 2, degrees 62 + 2’. (4.4) 
(cl (Q&)*(Sq2* o*)~(u~)) k = 0, 1, degrees 61 + 2k. 
By Corollary 1.2, elements (a) and (b) are trivial. f$(o*(u,,)) is the second Bockstein on 
Sq3’x. Hence H*(X; 27) has no 4-torsion [X, 123, it lies in imSq’ c D. Hence 
o*[ ft a*(~~)] = nft a*2(uo) = 0. We conclude 
(Q2 wl)(nfO) is null homotopic andfr exists. (4.5) 
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We have a commutative diagram 
02E1 
/I 
fl .@P, 
QX-SZ2Eo. 
QfO 
(4.6) 
Since Qf, is an H-map, Dfi factors through the fibre 
Since H*(QX) is even-dimensional, Cd,] actually lies in degree 62 since Q3 K 1 has 
even-dimensional K (a,, n) only in degree 62. 
Since CI_& is a c and a3-map, we have by [17] that [o^r] E: P Ext$&, (Z,, Z,). Now 
elements of H,(QX) of finite height have height 2 by [lo]. Hence there are no 
“transpotence” elements in this degree. Since H,(QX) is even-dimensional, [d,] = 0, 
and fi can be chosen to be an H-map. 
We have proved the following: 
Proposition 4.3. There is a commutative diagram of H-maps 
fi /f a,2El -5-+ K(Z2, 77) 
QX-Q”E, 
-QfO 
Further, QfO is a c-map. 
It follows that c ( fi) factors through the jibre 
t, 
Q4K, 
/I @j, 
QXAs2X ---+03E 
C(fi 1 
lyy+K(L 76) q 
(4.7) 
20 J.P. Lin 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We have 
C(Ufl) = C(4(.fl Afl) + (QUWl) 
= c(v)(.L A~I) + (Qu)(Q3jIVI by (4.7). 
On cohomology, 
c(f:(u)) =fi*(%su30 + %4~o,2Kmm18u30 + Sq4uo,2) 
+ ?T(Q3j1)*(o*u) by Theorem 3.4. (4.8) 
Now ~~*(uo,z) = (52'~l)*(fl)*((~*(u0,2)) = (Qf~)*(a*(u~,d). fo*(u~,d E H3’(X) which 
is decomposable by Corollary 1.2. So 
fiV0,2) = 0 and .fl*(~~~) = CJ*(X). 
By Theorem 3.4(b), (4.8) now reads 
c(fi*(U)) E Sq8 a*(x) 0 Sq8 a*(x) + im Sq8s2 + im Sq8g4s2 
+ im Sq15 + im Sqi4 + im Sqr2 + im Sq8T8 + im Sq8s7. (4.9) 
Now f:(u) is odd-dimensional, so it must be trivial. Hence c(fT(u)) lies in image 
(1 + T*) which is the indeterminacy of the c operation. But G* : Rodd + PH”‘““(QX) is 
manic so Sq8 a*(x) # 0 if Sq’x # 0. It follows that z = Sq8 g*(x) @ Sq8 a*(x) must be 
“cancelled” by the primary operations in (4.9). 
Now there are no transpotence elements in degrees less than 38. We claim 
Sq80*(x)#imSq2’ for i S 2. (4.10) 
To see this, Sq8 a*(x) $im Sq’ since H*(QX) is even-dimensional. If Sq* G*(X) = 
Sq2y then y is either a divided power or suspension. If y is a suspension, Theorem 1.1 
implies y = y: where degree y, = 18. But Theorem 1.1 implies y, = 0. If y is a divided 
power, again there must be a y, in degree 18. Hence Sq’ D*(X) cannot lie in im Sq2. 
If Sq8a*(x) = Sq4y, then y = c~*(x~~) but x35 = 0 by Corollary 1.2. Now by the 
Adem relations all the Steenrod operations in (4.9) except Sq8s4, ’ lie in the left ideal 
generated by Sq2’ for i I 2. Hence we conclude 
c(fi*(u)) E Sq’a*(x) @ Sq8 G*(X) + im Sq8*4*2. (4.11) 
This implies Sq8 G*(X) E Sq8s4s2 b y the Cartan formulae and the fact that 
H*(SZX) is even-dimensional. Hence PH3’(QX) n im Sq4 # 0. But this implies 
R31 n Sq4R27 # 0 which contradicts Theorem 1.1. 
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We conclude Sq*x = 0. By Theorem 1.3, this completes the proof of Theorem 
4.1. 0 
Corollary 4.4. In degrees greater than 30, R is concentrated in degrees 2’ - 1 for 1 2 5. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, all Q* is generated as a module over d(2) by elements in 
degree 2’ - 1. By Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 1.3, the only nontrivial action of d(2) 
occurs when one applies Steenrod operations to Q”. We have Sq2’ Q’” = 0 for i I 2. 
Theorem 1.1 implies the only nontrivial operations are Steenrod operations applied to 
Sq’Q”, Sqt2Qr5, Sq14Q15. 
Using Theorem 1.1(3), cr*[Sq’6.8 Qr5] = Sq’ PH3’(S2X). But Sq8 PHJo(S2X)= 
Sq8 CT* R31 = 0. Using the fact that there are no transpotence elements up to degree 58 
in H*(!ZX) one checks the corollary by using the Adem relations. 0 
Corollary 4.5. H*(X) is primitively 
f orm 
0BiO/\(Yl,...7Yl) 
where 
generated, and has a Bore1 decomposition of the 
Bi = Z2 +I\(x23.*2i.x29) 
and deg yi = 2” - 1 for some Ii 2 5. 
Proof. Suppose it is not. Let x E R be a nonprimitive generator of lowest degree. Then 
deg x = 2’ - 1 for some 12 5 and since dx E @Y*(X) @ Rodd, we may assume 
dx E P(SH*(X)) @ PHodd(X), by co-associativity. But PSH*(X) = @Ir5(X) is con- 
centrated in degree 30, so 
dx E P(i”H*(X)) 0 PH2’_ 30- l (X). 
But PH2’p31(X) = 0 for 1 2 5 by Corollary 4.4. Therefore, x must have been primi- 
tive. By Theorem 1.4, each 15-dimensional generator produces a subHopf algebra of 
the form Bi and by Corollary 4.4 the YiS are exterior with trivial Steenrod action. 0 
Corollary 4.6 (Theorem B). A seven connected H-space X with associative mod2 
homology is acyclic. 
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Proof. By a K-theory result of Jeanneret [6], there is no space X with the mod2 
cohomology described in Corollary 4.5. 0 
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